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A report by the Outdoor Advertising Association of America



Dedicated to those who love the science and art of media planning

Hello, friend:

In the fourth quarter of 2015, the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA) and its members 
conducted an experiment meant to demonstrate the role that out of home (OOH) advertising can play in 
driving digital engagement.  

We’re thrilled to share those findings with you. And we’re thrilled in part because we conducted this 
experiment on you, our fellow media and advertising professionals. It’ll be a fun ride, we promise, and we 
thank you in advance for going on it with us.  

In what follows, we will discuss the challenges facing digital advertising while exploring the interactions 
between the real world and digital media. The intent of this paper is to arm marketing, advertising and 
media professionals with insights into the current state of digital accountability, while introducing new ways 
of thinking about the role of OOH in world-class integrated media plans.  

When all is said and done, we hope to spark a frank conversation about digital advertising’s reality problem 
and demonstrate how OOH can help make digital real.

Ready? Welcome to the real world!

OAAA

SPECIAL REPORT
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A. If a bot clicks a non-viewable ad, does the ad blocker hear it?  

Digital advertising is the fastest growing media innovation in history. In just the last five years, digital advertising 
sales have almost doubled.1 By the end of 2017, global digital ad spending is expected to end TV’s 60-year reign 
and become the top advertising category in the world.2   

Moreover, in 2016 digital banners, native advertising and digital video will overtake search ads for the first time. 
Touted for its cheap cost, ease of trafficking, programmatic targeting and accountability, digital advertising is 
driving down costs across all media.3  

But as we now know, all is not well in digital ad land. 

In 2013 it was revealed that 54% of online display ads are non-viewable, meaning that banners don’t load in time to be 
seen, load below the fold, or are less than 50% visible on screen.4 For online video, non-viewable means not just that 
46% of served web video ads are never viewed, it means that 76% of unseen ads did not even appear on screen.5 

But non-viewability is not digital advertising’s greatest reality problem. 

It is now clear that a significant percentage of digital display ads (viewable or not) are “viewed” by bots. And the 
majority of bots are malicious – web-surfing algorithms meant to mimic human traffic created by fraudulent botnets 
and distributed by millions illegally hijacking web browsers.  

When we began our study, the best estimate was that 61.5% of Internet traffic wasn’t human at all. It was bot traffic.6 

While humans may be starting to take back some ground, bots are gobbling up more of advertisers’ ad budgets 
each year. That’s because the more marketers spend on digital and the more desirable the audience they are trying 
to reach is, the more likely that traffic will not be human.  

I. OUR GROWING REALITY PROBLEM

The biggest buzzword now I feel is “viewability” in digital. The 
fact is that this whole industry was built on a foundation where less 
than 50% of the impressions you buy are actually seen by people. 
     –  Digital Media Planner 

February 2015

There’s a lot of fraud going on in the digital realm and one of the 
main issues is bots. You’re getting these false impressions on ads. 
You have to pick up on that fraud and discriminate what’s a real 
impression versus what’s an automated or fake one.    
     –  Senior Media Planner

1 “US Digital Ad Spending to Top $37 Billion in 2012 as Market Consolidates,” eMarketer 20 Sept. 2012, 14 March 2016 <http://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/digital-ad-spending-top-37-billion-2012-market-
consolidates/>. “US Digital Ad Spending Will Approach $60 Billion This Year, with Retailers Leading the Way” eMarketer 19 May 2015, 14 March 2016 <http://www.emarketer.com/Article/US-Digital-Ad-Spending-Will-
Approach-60-Billion-This-Year-with-Retailers-Leading-Way/1012497>.

2  Sydney Ember, “Digital Ad Spending Expected to Soon Surpass TV,” New York Times 7 Dec. 2015, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/07/business/ media/digital-ad-spending-expected-to-soon-surpass-tv.
html?_r=1>. 

3 Tim Peterson, “U.S. Display Ad Spending to Overtake Search in 2016, Suggesting TV Budgets in Motion,” Advertising Age 12 Jan. 2016, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://adage.com/article/digital/u-s-display-ad-spending-overtake-
search-2016/302099/>. 

4 Andrea Vollman, “Viewability Benchmarks Show Many Ads Are Not In-View but Rates Vary by Publisher,” comScore Insights 28 July 2013, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/Viewability-Benchmarks-
Show-Many-Ads-Are-Not-In-View-but-Rates-Vary-by-Publisher>. 

5Tim Peterson, “Google Says 46% of Web Video Ads Are Never Viewed,”Advertising Age 8 May 2015, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://adage.com/article/digital/google-46-web-s-video-ads-viewed/298513/>. 
6Igal Zeifman, “Report: Bot traffic is up to 61.5% of all website traffic,” Incapsula 9 Dec. 2013, 11 Feb. 2016 <https://www.incapsula.com/blog/bot-traffic-report-2013.html>.
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Last year globally, display media with cost-per-thousand-impressions (CPMs) over $10 received 39% more bot traffic 
than lower CPM media. Video media with CPMs over $15 had a 173% higher bot rate than lower CPM media.   

Going programmatic, the holy grail of hands-off media planning, makes matters worse. Programmatic display ads 
attracted 14% more bot traffic than average while programmatic video invited 73% more bots.7 

All this comes at a time when real audiences are fleeing. As advertisers grow anxious to capture more real eyeballs, 
they are using ever more intrusive ad units, units people increasingly shut out. The Global Web Index just reported 
that 40 percent of the world’s Internet users have installed some sort of ad blocker, up from just 28 percent in  
mid-2015.8 Google alone is reported to be losing $6.6 billion a year to ad blockers.9 Which may explain why on 
February 3, 2016, Google moved to block ad blockers from its Google Play service.10 

What was once hailed as the most accountable medium has become complex, opaque, intrusive and ultimately 
uncertain. This has prompted some to conclude that as few as 8% of digital impressions are ever seen by a real 
person.11 The true size of this reality gap – the gap between what advertisers buy and what real people see – is 
a matter of debate, but what is certain is that this gap is undermining the transparency of media markets at a 
significant cost to advertisers. 

Just how high is the bill? Non-viewability alone is estimated to have wasted $7.5 billion of the $14 billion US 
advertisers spent on digital banner ads in 2013.12 In a recent study, the Association of National Advertisers 
estimates that bot fraud will cost brands $7.2 billion globally this year.13  While we may never fully know the 
combined price tag of bot traffic, non-viewability and outright reporting fraud (estimated to be as high as 25%), 
the reality gap is staggering.14

I’m still not 100% sure about programmatic and where some of our 
ads show up.    –  Digital Media Analyst

7 Christopher Heine, “Bots Will Cost Digital Advertisers $7.2 Billion in 2016, Says ANA Study,” AdWeek 19 Jan. 2016, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/bots-will-cost-digital-advertisers-72-billion-2016-
says-ana-study-169072>. 

8Kevin Maney, “Ad Blockers Will Kill the Internet, but Help Is on the Way,” Newsweek 30 Jan. 2016, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.newsweek.com/2016/02/12/ad-blockers-will-kill-internet-421333.html>. 
9 Lara O’Reilly, “There’s a company that’s reportedly blocking ‘$6.6 billion’ of Google’s revenue – and Google doesn’t seem to care,” Business Insider 10 June 2015, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.businessinsider.com/pagefair-
predicts-google-is-losing-66-billion-in-revenue-to-ad-blockers-2015-6>. 

10 Nick Statt, “Google removes Samsung’s first Android ad blocker from the Play Store,” The Verge 3 Feb. 2016, 11 Feb 2016 <http://www.theverge.com/2016/2/3/ 10905672/google-samsung-adblock-fast-android-ad-blocker-
removal>. 

11Reid Tatoris, “The Definition Of An Ad Impression,” MediaPost 18 Feb. 2014, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/219695/the-definition-of-an-ad-impression.html>. 
12Samuel Scott, “The Alleged $7.5 Billion Fraud in Online Advertising,” Moz 22 June 2015, 11 Feb. 2016 <https://moz.com/blog/online-advertising-fraud>. 
13 Christopher Heine, “Bots Will Cost Digital Advertisers $7.2 Billion in 2016, Says ANA Study,” AdWeek 19 Jan. 2016, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.adweek.com/news/ technology/bots-will-cost-digital-advertisers-72-billion-

2016-says-ana-study-169072>. 
14 Mike Shields, “The Amount of Questionable Online Traffic Will Blow Your Mind,” AdWeek 13 Oct. 2013, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/ amount-questionable-online-traffic-will-blow-your-

mind-153083>. 
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B. Hello, from the other side
Today, all serious media buyers take a special interest in the market-distorting and efficiency-draining effects of 
fraudulent digital advertising. The criticisms are mounting and OAAA didn’t want to just pile on. 

Instead we asked, What do we know about how real media like OOH works in the real world that can help 
us not just further our understanding of digital’s reality problem but actually start to solve it?

We know there are powerful interactions between OOH advertising and digital engagement, especially in the 
age of smartphones and social media. For example, we know:

     •  23% of people exposed to OOH use their mobile device to search  
for more information vs. 16% for other media15  

     •  OOH is nearly 3 times more efficient at driving online search activity  
than TV, radio and print16   

      •  OOH delivers creative impact and acts as a catalyst for effectiveness  
within integrated campaigns, with 92% of recent Cannes Titanium  
and Effectiveness Award winning campaigns using OOH as part of  
their media mix17

 

We wanted to demonstrate the role OOH could play in this brave and confused new digital world. And we 
wanted to arm 21st century marketers with a series of best practices for turning OOH into a powerful force 
multiplier in driving digital engagement. 

So we conducted an experiment. Our guinea pigs? The most jaded advertising audience of all – marketing, 
advertising, and media professionals. In others words, you. 

15Ellen Hammett, “People 33% More Alert Out Of Home,” Mediatel 10 Apr. 2014, 11 Feb. 2016. <http://mediatel.co.uk/newsline/2014/04/10/people-33-more-alert-out-of-home/>. 
16 Diane Williams and Ryan Pogy, “Arbitron OOH Advertising Study & Rushmore Vote Results,” Outdoor Advertising Association of America 26 June 2013, 11 Feb. 2016 <ARB OAAA Webinar 6.26.13.pdf>.
17Warc.com, “Cannes Creative Effectiveness Lions: An Analysis of Entries to the 2014 Awards,” Cannes Lions 2014, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.canneslions.com/resources/downloads/effectiveness/ Warc%20Analysis%202014.pdf>.

That’s always an issue in digital. Nobody wants to do standard 
banner ads anymore. They don’t do anything for us. I can never get 
any creatives to take banners seriously. 
     –  Media Director
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Even though we report on digital and there are a lot of metrics, 
there are still concerns about “where exactly is it running?” and 
“how valuable is this impression?” Whereas with out of home,  
you can’t miss it and you have a much more high impact kind  
of experience.    –  Media Director
 



We set out to demonstrate that OOH has the power to make digital real. Or rather, we decided to entice media 
folks to make this point for us.

Here’s how we did it.  

A. The evolution of “YOUR AD HERE”
We cast ourselves, the OAAA, as the advertiser in a marketing experiment and asked: 

     Can we demonstrate to media professionals that OOH drives the kind of digital engagement that  
drives sales?

Then, in a somewhat dastardly fashion, we posed this challenge for ourselves:

    Can we demonstrate OOH’s effectiveness in the digital age by targeting media professionals,  
themselves, and deploying OOH to influence their buying decisions?

How? You guessed it. By getting them to buy more OOH media. 

So we turned to the OAAA’s roster of OOH media companies. And we asked them if they would donate some of 
their inventory to us for two months.

These OOH media companies agreed to make available over 1,400 units of unsold inventory, both digital and 
traditional, including billboards, transit, bus shelters, Times Square spectaculars, bus and mobile vehicles, digital 
place-based screens and posters. The placements ranged from screens in bars to highway billboards to enormous 
Times Square digital screens.  

Our only stipulation for the donated media was that it be in locations surrounding the country’s biggest and most 
successful media and advertising agencies. This meant the majority of the 1,400 units we selected would be in 
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Austin, Minneapolis, San Francisco, and Miami, along with key targets in 13 other 
markets for a total of 20 markets.

II. BUILDING A BETTER MOUSETRAP
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B. Campaign idea – a very serious inside joke 
This campaign targeted media decision makers. And so our core message was one we crafted to tap into what 
we knew was a daily and growing concern for them – the reality vs. unreality of media impressions in a world of 
digital uncertainty.  

THIS AD IS REAL was our hero communication, delivered clearly and directly, a best practice in OOH messaging. 
In addition, we included a single, simple design element – binary 1s and 0s – as a subtle or not-so-subtle hint 
at the subtext of the communication: THIS AD IS REAL (is the rest of your media plan?). And while binary is a 
machine language, it’s still a language, so who’s to say that this design element wasn’t itself a communication? 
(More on this later.)

Finally, we chose to make our campaign unbranded to create intrigue and generate engagement by tantalizing 
our audience to discover more online. FeelTheReal.org was both the destination and our call to action, 
effectively turning our OOH units into real world “banners” that could be instantly “clicked on” through the 
smartphones in the pockets of 90%+ of our audience.

It was a bold move. But was it too blind? Would anyone get it? Shouldn’t we just say “THIS AD IS REAL, brought 
to you by OAAA”?  

Having spoken to dozens of media planners and buyers (and, yes, having tested some messages with them), 
we knew that THIS AD IS REAL was like a dog whistle –  an inside, not-so-funny joke for anyone familiar with the 
“unreality” of media buying in the digital age. We had a feeling they’d be in on it and immediately understand 
the industry tension we were winking at. As to the branding, this was a clear case of the medium being the 
message – the OOH units were their own brand, their own voice and literally spoke for themselves.  

THIS AD IS REAL. Can you feel it?

8



C. A sea of customized messages 
We could have just stamped out this single provocative message on 1,400 units. But that’s no fun. Instead we 
created a messaging architecture that paired content with context in the most pointed ways possible. After all,  
we could see which bus shelters were right outside Fallon. Which exits people working at FCB would have to take 
on their way to and from work. Which giant billboards loomed right outside the corner offices of Ogilvy’s C-Suite.

We engineered eight levels of increasingly focused targeting to narrow in on media decision makers with messages 
that grew ever more specific as they got physically closer to their agencies. We give a brief overview of  
that architecture here as a creative primer on the diverse set of best practices for using OOH locations to  
tailor messaging.  

LEVEL 1: Market-specific 
OOH allows communications to have a sense of place. A local warmth and sense of real-world presence. So we 
made it a point to have fun with the local character of each market near airports or iconic local attractions.         

For example, Miami was ripe for this type of loving poke.

 

We had to give a shout out to Detroit as people headed east on I-96.

 

And of course in Miami, Austin, and for Spanish language agencies, our main message was:

9



LEVEL 3: Location-specific and frequency interactions 
OOH flows across landscapes, meaning that you can use context as part of the messaging, point out people’s 
actions at the time as an arresting disruption, or use sequential or proximate units to create a running story.

 

LEVEL 2: Landmark-specific 
A best practice in OOH is to use the context of OOH to bring a greater level of depth to even the simplest message. 
When you’re talking about the tension between reality and unreality, you can have some fun with this insight. 

10

 Outside the Smithsonian Science Museum,  
 we thought we could create some consensus.

K Street in Washington, DC (a great target prior 
to an election year in which OOH will play a key 
role) received a good-natured ribbing.

Outside the Holland Tunnel and for other 
congested areas, especially in LA, this 
double entendre became a no-brainer.



Pedestrian traffic-heavy areas got this  
infusion of self-awareness.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These spectacular twin digital units  
mirrored each other, to a point.

 
 

 

 
And media planners exiting the highway  
on their way to work in Minneapolis  
received this message; then received it  
again a mile down the road.

 
 
 
 

LEVEL 4: Medium-specific 
When the medium is the message, it can comment on itself in breakthrough ways. To highlight the real-world 
impact of OOH vs. digital uncertainty was sometimes as simple as stating the obvious.

For example, mobile ad-tech firm AppLift and security company Forensiq recently reported that “a surprising 
proportion of programmatic mobile ad impressions – 34 percent to be exact – is at risk of being fraudulent.”18

18 Mark Sullivan, “33% Of All Programmatic Ad Impressions On Mobile Could Be Fake,” VentureBeat 10 Dec. 2015, 11 Feb. 2016 <http://venturebeat.com/2015/12/10/33-of-all-programmatic-ad-impressions-on-mobile-could-
be-fake/>. 
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This mobile ad was certainly not fraudulent. 

 

 

           Nor were these spectacular “digital banners”.

 

So whether you were sitting, waiting for the bus or returning your rental bike, OOH advertising proved itself to 
be immediately and intimately real.

12



LEVEL 5: Agency-specific 
None of these placements were gratuitous or wasteful because they fell along commuting routes to the main 
media and advertising agencies we were targeting. As we zoned in on our bull’s-eyes – the agencies and the 
people who work there – the messages became even more tailored.

Fluid, Lowe, GSDM, and other media and advertising agencies joined this list for a total of 35 agency-specific targets.

These agency-targeted units confirmed media planners’ sneaking suspicion that the messages they had seen further 
out were indeed speaking to them. But we wanted to make sure they really got it.

13



LEVEL 6: Media planner-specific 
This is when it got really fun. On bus shelters, 
phone, digital and printed bulletins and 
posters surrounding agencies, we went for it, 
speaking directly to media professionals or to  
their job of creating great media plans. 

And this is when you, our target audience, 
started to get big smiles on your faces.  

That uncanny feeling of knowing someone 
has taken the time to reach out to you is 
completely different from a retargeted 
banner ad that creepily follows you around 
the Internet.

But we had one more card to play. Not only 
were we demonstrating that “mass reach” 
OOH could be a targeted B2B medium, 
it was also time to push into the realm of 
direct, one-to-one marketing.

14



LEVEL 7: Influencer-targeted 
Why stop at agencies when we know the influential people who work there?  

People like Lauren Crampsie, social media maven  
and CMO of Ogilvy… got an ad right outside her 
office entrance.

Or Ben Winkler, OMD’s Chief Digital and Innovation 
Officer… right outside his office building.

Or Chris Hoopes at Cross Media… on his elevator 
ride, targeted specifically to his floor.

We knew that even if these individuals did not immediately see their ads, it would take no time for one of hundreds 
of their camera-phone and social-media armed colleagues to bring it to their attention.

Or even Honeybunny, the nickname of the much-beloved 
receptionist at Crispin Porter + Bogusky in Miami.

15



LEVEL 8: Event-targeted 
We had you, our target, dialed in. The only 
thing left to do was launch the campaign 
and have 1,400 of these units spring up in 
20 markets. But how and when would we 
launch it? How about Advertising Week 
in New York City, starting Sept. 25, 2015? 
That felt right.

So we went BIG!

16



And BOLD all over  
New York City.

While simultaneously 
launching in all  
markets (DC and LA, 
left to right).

17



We even sent out some Advertising Week swag just for fun.

The mousetrap was now baited with over 280 custom creative units. And every single execution drove deeper into our 
digital engagement system. It was time to…

18



D. FeelTheReal.org 
When people arrived at FeelTheReal.org, we quickly worked to understand what had driven them there (below) 
and who they were. By asking “Do you happen to work in media, marketing, or advertising?”, we divided our 
audience into our core target and the “gen pop” passers-by who were just curious about the campaign.
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1)  Welcome, media 
folks!

Marketing, 
advertising, and 
media professionals 
were directed 
through a user flow 
that educated them 
on digital’s reality 
problem and  
how OOH makes 
digital real.  

Interactive 
infographics drove 
home the points we 
have highlighted 
at the beginning of 
this paper – issues 
of non-viewability, 
bots, and fraud 
eroding the reality 
of digital advertising 
and OOH’s ability 
to drive digital 
engagement. 

This audience was 
also treated to real-
time feeds of their 
peers’ engagement 
with the campaign 
on Twitter and 
Instagram.

Finally, as a way 
to say thank you, 
we invited media 
and advertising 
professionals to 
enter to win a  
trip to music 
festivals with four  
of their friends. 

20
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2) Gen pop: “The Reality Test” 
We didn’t want to waste people’s time if they didn’t work in marketing, advertising or media, so we gave this “gen 
pop” audience a separate experience to reward their engagement.  

Although the digital revolution has transformed our lives for the better, it has forced us to make trade-offs. We knew 
the heaviest users of Facebook report feelings of depression stemming from social comparison.19 Digital is fanning 
the flames of FOMO (fear of missing out).20 Screens are increasingly getting in the way of close relationships..21 And 
kids are spending less time outside than ever before.22 

So we wanted to get a sense of how “real” the non-media people interacting with our OOH were. “The Reality Test” 
was a 20-question survey, with 10 answers that increased one’s reality score (looking up at the stars or reading a real 
book in the last month) and 10 that decreased one’s reality (sharing inedible pictures of your dinner, using a selfie stick 
in the last month).

While we won’t go into depth here, the results were fascinating. As one might expect, Utah and California residents 
were the most likely to be real while New York and Florida were the least.  

Women tended to do both more real and unreal things than men, though their reality score averages were 
identical at 60%. In fact, the only thing men were more likely to have done in the last 30 days than women was 
build a fire (21% vs. 16%).

Women were almost twice as likely as men to have had a good cry (56% vs. 28%) or held a baby (40% vs. 26%), but 
they were also more likely to have glanced at their phone during a family meal (57% vs. 44%) or to have gotten jealous 
looking at Instagram (33% vs. 16%).

And while it was a little sad to learn that 1/3 of people hadn’t looked up at the stars in the last month and less than 
half had watched the sun set, it was a relief to learn that less than 10% of people had friended a corporation and only 
5% had used a selfie stick.  

Finally, returning to our main topic – yes, 45% of women and 33% of men reported having accidentally clicked on an 
ad banner in the last month.  

By now you’re probably curious to know how much digital engagement the OOH ads drove and how these two 
audiences break out.  

 

 

19Stephen Marche, “Is Facebook Making Us Lonely?,” The Atlantic May 2012, 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2012/05/is-facebook-making-us-lonely/308930/>.
20Jonathan Vernon, “Social Media Pressure May Lead to Anxiety, Depression in Teens,” Medical News Today 12 Sept. 2015, 10 March 2016 <http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/299225.php>.
21Iris Adler, “How Our Digital Lives Are Affecting Our Personal Relationships,” WBUR 17 Jan. 2013, 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.wbur.org/2013/01/17/digital-lives-I>. 
22RSPB.org, “Connection measure,” RSPB n.d., 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.rspb.org.uk/forprofessionals/policy/education/research/connection-to-nature.aspx>.



A. Launch
As Advertising Week kicked off, the 
campaign launched. We surrounded 
the event with OOH units, welcoming 
advertising and media professionals to NY 
in the most iconic ways possible and even 
did some friendly drive-bys to say hello. And 
we saw the social media feeds blow up.

By the time we got into the office the 
morning after the OOH units went live, we 
already had proof that our target audience 
was enchanted and engaged.

III. THE MOUSETRAP SPRINGS SHUT
22



Lauren Crampsie thought to share her ad with her 150,000 Twitter followers.

And Ben Winkler seemed startled… in a good way. (If you can’t remember the last time you posed with a web 
banner, that’s kinda the point.)

When one of Ben’s Twitter followers suggested that the only thing the ad lacked was a digital cookie, we obliged 
as best we could before realizing that we were maybe getting a little carried away.

23



In no time, the press took notice. The Wall Street Journal told the world about our initiative. Soon Creativity and 
PSFK had picked up the story (it would eventually get picked up as far away as Turkey).

And remember the binary code design element? Well, the fine folks at Advertising Age were the first to figure 
out that the code also carried unique Easter egg messages. When translating the 1s and 0s, they spelled out 
messages such as “100% bot free” and “100% real impressions.” Now that was something worth writing about!

24



We thanked Advertising Age for the props 
in real time in Times Square by changing 
our digital executions to the binary message 
“AdAge is real.” You know, because digital 
OOH is just that easy to traffic and optimize 
on the fly!

AdAge named Feel The Real one of the top 
five happenings of Advertising Week. And, 
the campaign garnered over $2.2 million in 
earned media during its first week alone. 

Fine, fine with the earned media, you say. 
But did it work? By now, especially if you’re 
a media planner, you’re probably starting 
to get the shakes. $2.2 million is the first 
number we’ve mentioned in a very long 
time. So let’s get to the metrics.
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B. We built it. But did they come?
The campaign drove 27,061 unique visitors to FeelTheReal.org between September 25 and November 15, 2015, the 
seven weeks the OOH campaign ran.23 Of those unique visitors: 

    • 73% came from mobile phones 
    • 25% desktop 
    • 2% tablet 
    • 57% were male, 43% female 
    • 40% were the prime planner age of 25 to 34 (27% were 18-24) 
    • 20% were 35 to 45 (only 12% were older)

So the Millennials and younger Xers showed up in force, intrigued to engage with ads that spoke to them and the 
mobile phones in their pockets. And when they showed up, they showed up for real:

    • 70% entered the URL directly into their browsers   
    • 85% of all visitors said they had arrived at the site after seeing an OOH ad in the real world   
    • 9% said they were there because of word of mouth   
    • 6% came from online, with the majority driven by WSJ.com 

In fact, we could clearly plot traffic as a function of OOH density in the 20 markets we ran in, and see the digital and 
regional spill over as the campaign eventually drew traffic from 48 states, including Alaska and Hawaii.

And when they came, they stayed, averaging an industry-high 2:09 time on site. 

And here’s the kicker, during those seven weeks, 40% of visitors to FeelTheReal.org were media, marketing, 
and advertising professionals. Not only did they self-report this, but we were able to confirm it when we saw where 
they were coming from:

26

(While not a target, 
nine unique visits from 
Google HQ)

23As of 1/26 the campaign has generated over 50K unique visitors as it continues to enjoy a digital long tail. 



Stop to ponder that for a second. That’s over 10,000 well-qualified leads directly responding to a piece of unbranded 
B2B communication delivered through mass reach OOH that included locations such as Times Square and metro-
area superhighways. The ever-tighter geo-targeting and ever-more pointed messaging drew the right audience to an 
extent we hadn’t anticipated.

As expected, most media and advertising professionals engaged at the start of the campaign with the Advertising 
Week kick-off and the initial hit outside their offices and in their social media feeds (reaching rates as high as 60%).  
And we could clearly see that.
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In fact, as luck would have it, we had one final data point to help us validate OOH’s targeting efficiency. In early 
January 2016, we had a final spike in FeelTheReal.org traffic.  

At the start of the campaign, we thought it might be fun to include a final Easter egg on our site – the final 
speech of the hit show Mr. Robot, in binary, of course. Someone on Reddit figured out that when you clicked on 
“I’m a robot” on the splash page and got 10 pages of nothing but binary code, it spelled out something.  

Reddit blew up for 48 hours and drove 15K additional unique visitors, 4K of whom completed our “Reality Test.” 
(Interestingly, Reddit users are 10% less real than people walking down the street for reasons we may fairly or 
unfairly intuit.)

Of this untargeted, viral Reddit traffic, only 9.8% of visitors said that they worked in media, marketing or 
advertising, a far cry from the 60% that targeted OOH delivered at the start of the campaign. And we could 
clearly see the difference. 

Is any of it real? I mean, look at this, look at it! A world built on 
fantasy! …Psychological warfare in the form of advertising!  
…Controlled isolated bubbles in the form of social networks. 
Real? You want to talk about reality? We haven’t lived in anything 
remotely close to it since the turn of the century! We live in 
branded houses, trademarked by corporations, built on bipolar 
numbers, jumping up and down on digital displays, hypnotizing us 
into the biggest slumber mankind has ever seen…. 
      –  Mr. Robot



C. Feeling the real
In fact, we could see a lot more in the data. Something thriving. Something organic and alive.  

We could monitor the rhythms of the day, watching traffic spike during the morning commute, at lunch, and at the 
end of the day, then falling off during the evening.  

We watched the self-discipline of Monday and Tuesday slowly erode. As the week wore on, people slowed down and 
looked up at the world around them, and traffic increased.
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We could even see, over the seven-week run, how weather affected engagement, with nice warm days making it 
much more likely that folks would stop to “feel the real.”   

It was a thing of beauty. It was real. It was alive. And we loved it.

But to complete our experiment, we had to delve into the dark underbelly of the digital world and get a taste of the 
unreal. And then we had to use the unreal to kill what we loved.
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D. A touch of the unreal 
“100% real human traffic!” the sites claimed. 

Now, we thought we knew what real traffic looked and felt like. And we thought we’d learned what it takes to reach 
real advertising and media professionals and drive them to our site. But here they were – web traffic brokers promising 
that they could deliver more “targeted” traffic in a week than we had earned in seven weeks and promising to do so 
for anywhere from $39.99 to $250.00. What luck!

So we created three mirror sites: 
     • FeelTheUnreal.org 
     • FeelTheFake.org 
     • FeelTheBots.org

We bought three tranches of traffic from three of the highest reviewed traffic brokers. (After much soul searching, 
we’ve decided to protect the guilty by not outing them here.)



And what we got back after a week can best be described as “utter nonsense.” Compared to our dynamic real world 
OOH traffic, what we got from these online traffic brokers was dead and sterile. In other words, we were witnessing 
malware slaving web browsers from around the world to send tens of thousands of bots boasting various levels of 
mindlessness our way.  

Some of these bots tried to fake it. For example, bots to Feel The Fake (from the middle most expensive broker) 
answered the first question – what drove you to this site – by splitting their answers evenly across OOH, digital and 
WOM. 32.9%, 33.0% 33.1%. Funny, since there were no more OOH units in market at the time and we were unaware 
that the Ukrainians were calling up the Indians about our campaign.

Because apparently our “America” traffic was coming all the way from Russia, China, Indonesia, and the Philippines 
(according to our analytics, not the analytics provided by the traffic brokers).

And our targeted “Advertising” audiences refused to say they worked in marketing or advertising. And they refused 
to say that they didn’t. In fact, after the first screen, they stopped saying anything at all and left. Average time on site: 
exactly 18 seconds. For every single visitor.

Of the 50,000 “real unique visitors” we received from our most affordable provider which we drove to Feel The Bots, 
only one decided to take our reality survey. We suspect this was the human traffic broker being curious. To his or her 
credit, he or she proved to be 75% real.

As for the natural rhythms we saw with OOH traffic, what we received from two of these three services can best be 
described as flat line. Utterly dead. Utterly unreal. 
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Now this exercise might strike some as cute or trivial. Most reputable sites deploy some form of analytical rigor meant 
to tease out real from fake traffic. And this was as bad and obvious as it gets. But the traffic that hit our third mirror 
site, Feel The Unreal, was a little different. And a little creepier.

At least one of the traffic brokers, the most expensive at $250, deployed a method that redirected traffic from URLs 
they knew to be inactive. Most of these were expired gaming, dating or porn sites, and some of the traffic that hit us, 
at least reaching the splash page, was human-ish.

We discovered this broker was using nullrefer.com to cloak the website referral of a large number of the hits we 
received from them. But we could still see in Google Analytics that these visitors were overwhelmingly male and 
young. The vast majority left immediately having failed to find their, er, desired content. Others clicked around 
a bit. If any of these were actual media planners, they were definitely in the wrong place and most likely visiting 
from the Philippines.
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In short, the fake traffic we received was not uniformly fake. It was chunky. All garbage, but not all obviously garbage. 
So we did something that hurt us deeply. We took some of this human-ish traffic and mixed it with the valid data from 
our real site, FeelTheReal.org. We mixed in 50% real OOH traffic data with 50% “100% guaranteed real human!” 
online traffic data to become an average internet site with average internet bot traffic. 

And things got muddier. Ages and genders, locations, traffic drivers, everything got fuzzier. The data became beige. 
And, while directionally still somewhat recognizable, it had become somehow less real.  

But is less real a thing?  And isn’t that the same as saying unreal?

The question that came to mind in that moment is probably unanswerable: What percentage of a media plan can 
be fraudulent before the media plan becomes fraudulent? When does a plan stop being an accurate reflection of 
reality from which to plan for the future? How many metrics and key findings need to become distorted or turned into 
non-findings before we have to take notice? And how can you even notice what the noise is obscuring? When does a 
media plan lose its ability to be optimized without institutionalizing some necessary but unknown amount of fraud?  

That question came back to us in various guises. How many hours have creatives wasted building banners for A-B 
tests conducted non-viewably by silent bots below the fold, leading to noise, statistical non-findings and broken 
baselines and benchmarks? Could this be the reason 90% of e-commerce sites fail within 120 days?24  Can media 
planners really look at all the numbers beneath the programmatic buys that pool thousands of sites, each using 
different standards for capturing and measuring “real” traffic? When we started asking how much BS you can smear 
on a Van Gogh before it stops being a real Starry Night, we knew it was time to stop asking questions.

Now there’s nothing scientific about polluting your own data. But that’s what media professionals do every day with 
every dollar spent on bots. Because these aren’t just wasted impressions; they’re toxic metrics that erode the reality of 
your actual plans.

The Interactive Advertising Bureau is aware of the problem and in December released yet another study to quanitify 
it.25 Everyone understands that this fraud cannot be allowed to continue. But in 2016, without changes, bot fraud is 
forecast to keep rising.

As for questions of waste, just how efficient was our OOH B2B campaign? Was this experiment just a flagrant stunt or 
was it actually the best way to deploy a B2B campaign targeting media decision makers?

24Don Silver, “Why Are So Many Internet Start-Up’s Failing Today?” Chris Ducker, Virtual CEO n.d., 11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.chrisducker.com/internet-business-failures/>. 
25Brian O’Kelley, “Malvertising: Three Things You Need To Know” Forbes 11 Jan. 2016, 14 March 2016 <http://www.forbes.com/sites/valleyvoices/2016/01/11/malvertising-three-things-you-need-to-know/#64e6dc85219b>.



IV. EFFICIENCY. WAS IT WORTH IT?
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Ben Winkler was the first to say it in his tweet on the first morning of the campaign: “Targeting at its finest. Liitle bit of 
waste though?”

So, rejoice! It’s math time again. The campaign broke out as follows: 

    • 1,465 OOH units, delivering

    •  237,252,913 impressions (yes OOH has verified traffic figures), for 
$3,386,055 in donated media (most of it urban and much of it premium)

    = $14.06 CPM (by way of comparison the average OOH CPM is about $5.00)

To put this in context, 2014 average CPM projections for digital video were $24.60, mobile $3.00, general display 
$1.90 and premium display $10.40.26 Direct mail, a medium we may have considered for our B2B campaign were 
we not this crazy, commands a $26-$27 average CPM.27 

So was our OOH too expensive? Not when you consider the audience. And not when you consider the following: 

Three days after the end of our campaign, we awoke to this headline: “A newly discovered botnet could cost 
advertisers nearly $3 billion by the end of 2016,” according to a report by ad-fraud prevention firm Pixalate.”28 Here 
was another $3 billion in fraud suddenly cropping up. (If you can’t keep track of these billions, it’s OK – neither can we).

This botnet was called Xindi and it had already served up 78 billion fake impressions to advertisers. We were intrigued 
to learn that “Xindi seems to have been designed to go after computer networks at blue-chip organizations, all the 
better to mimic desirable web traffic from affluent consumers.”

And Xindi had been busy. It has already hijacked:

    • 6-8 million computers in 5,000+ networks 
    • 10% of Fortune 500 companies  
    • 1,500 university networks  
    • 200+ government organizations 

We were reminded that “certain ad inventory can fetch prices north of $200 per thousand impressions when buyers 
believe they are putting targeted ads in front of highly paid executives at major corporations.”29 Correspondingly, 
AdWeek and MediaPost’s CPM for digital display ads is $100.30 

So, a $14.27 CPM proved a steal for reaching these media decision makers without a penny going to the likes of Xindi. 

26 David Kaplan, “2014 Forecasts: Global Ad Dollars Surge, Driven by Mobile, Social.” AdExchanger 9 Dec. 2013, 12 Feb. 2016 <http://adexchanger.com/agencies/2014-forecasts-global-ad-dollars-surge-driven-by-mobile-
social/>.

27Jeanne Grunert, “What Is a Typical CPM?” Houston Chronicle n.d., 12 Feb. 2016 <http://smallbusiness.chron.com/typical-cpm-74763.html>.
28 George Slefo, “Newly Discovered Botnet Siphoning Billions From Digital Advertising: Report,” AdvertisingAge 18 Nov. 2015, 11 Feb. 2016. <http://adage.com/article/digital/digital-advertising-set-lose-3-billion-due-botnet-

xindi/301394/>. 
29 George Slefo, “Newly Discovered Botnet Siphoning Billions From Digital Advertising: Report,” AdvertisingAge 18 Nov. 2015, 11 Feb. 2016. <http://adage.com/article/digital/digital-advertising-set-lose-3-billion-due-botnet-

xindi/301394/>. 
30“ MediaPost Media Kit,” MediaPost n.d., 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.mediapost.com/mediakit/ratecard/>;  AdWeek 2015 Rate Card,” AdWeek n.d., 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.adweek.com/files/2015_May/2015-Digital-Rate-

Card.pdf>. 
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When it comes to measuring engagement, with 237 million impressions and 27,061 unique visitors to FeelTheReal.
org, our digital engagement rate or “OOH click-through rate (CTR)” was around .01% (including the 15% of traffic 
from the earned media and WOM it generated, something few banners have ever claimed). And remember 40% of 
that traffic was highly qualified – media, advertising and marketing professionals in the prime of their careers in prime 
markets and top agencies with the most media buying power.

Compared to the average digital display ad CTR of .06%, our CTR might sound low.31

But what percentage of “the average CTR for digital display ads” is due to bot clicks on viewable and non-
viewable ads that are counted as impressions? What percent is reporting error or fraud? What percent were 
accidentally clicked by people like those who took our “Reality Test”?  

If, as some have calculated, only 8% of digital display ads are actually viewed by real humans, the real CTR could 
be as low as .005% or half of the OOH CTR. That’s a huge spread – somewhere in the reality gap between .06% 
and .005% is the real average CTR. Since we don’t know the real number and suspect that no one does, we’ll just 
use that spread.

So here’s the answer: if we had used digital display ads at a $100 CPM to drive the premium traffic that we did to 
FeelTheReal.org using the CTR range above, from zero digital fraud to serious digital fraud, we would have paid 
anywhere between $5,000,000 and $60,000,000.  

That’s somewhere between 50% more and 18 times more than the cost of our OOH campaign. 

So to Ben Winkler we have to say, “Yes, this just may have been the most efficient way to reach you, even with 
the free cookie thrown in.”

It may also have been the most effective.

31Dave Chaffey, “Display Advertising Clickthrough Rates,” Smart Insights n.d.,11 Feb. 2016 <http://www.smartinsights.com/internet-advertising/internet-advertising-analytics/display-advertising-clickthrough-rates/>. 



OOH sales shot up to 5.7% vs. YAG in October, our full  
month in market. Then accounting for both ad wear in  
and the lag in booking and reporting sales, sales  
reached an unprecedented increase of 7.1% vs. YAG in  
November. In total, sales spiked by 6.4% during the run  
of the campaign. By the end of December, our ads had  
been out of market for six weeks and sales returned to  
the healthy previous level of 4.4%, sales growth making  
total gains for Q4 spike to 5.7%.

Remember that this is the combined sales activity of an entire $7 billion industry with multiple media companies 
transacting and reporting. The only thing occurring outside of the regular activities of these companies that could 
have driven an additional 2% sales spike in October and November was the Feel The Real campaign.  

For seven weeks in fall 2015, media and advertising professionals at the main agencies in the country commuted, 
walked past, sat on and stared out their windows at 1,465 OOH ads speaking directly to them, sometimes literally. 
10,000 of those professionals chose to visit an unbranded site to learn about digital’s reality problem and how OOH 
makes digital real.

The incremental 2% increase in sales vs. YAG above and beyond the 4.4% baseline increase amounts to  
$23.3 million in incremental sales during the two sales months the campaign ran. For the initial investment  
of $3.3 million, Feel The Real achieved an ROI of $23.3 million or 7X the investment.

V. EFFECTIVNESS. DID IT WORK?
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The US OOH media industry generated $7 billion in revenue in 2014.  

In 2014, OOH sales rose 1.1%, with the industry ending the year with 19 consecutive quarters of growth, while 
newsprint, print and radio continued to decline.32

By 2015, things had picked up even more for OOH. The economy was more fully recovered, new high-impact digital 
display units were coming online, and while digital marched ever skyward, perhaps cooler heads were starting to 
prevail in light of new revelations about digital’s reality problem.

OOH sales started strong in 2015, averaging 4.4% growth in the first three quarters of the year. Then the Feel The Real 
campaign launched on September 25 and ran through November 15. And this happened:
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31OAAA.org, “Out of Home Advertising Up 1.1% to $7.0 Billion in 2014,” Outdoor Advertising Association of America 4 Mar. 2015, 12 Feb. 2016 <http://www.oaaa.org/NewsEvents/PressReleases/tabid/327/id/4173/Default.aspx>. 
32 Jack Myers, “New Ad Spending Forecast Released: Ad Spending Grows 4.1% in 2014; 2.1% Growth Forecast in 2015,” Media Village 15 Dec. 2014, 14 March 2016 <https://www.mediavillage.com/article/new-ad-spending-forecast-

released-ad-spending-grows-41-in-2014-21-growth-forecast-in-2015-press-release-of-the-week/>.



VI.  AND THEY LIVED HAPPILY EVERY AFTER  
IN THE REAL WORLD
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We wanted to end with some final thoughts about what it took to pull off this experiment and what lessons 
the effort itself might have for the future of our industry.

What the Feel The Real campaign required to pull off was time, creativity and follow through. We cared about every 
location and every message that would live there and we have a hundred hours spent on Google Street View to show 
for it. It was a labor of love that paid off in spades. 

 

Perhaps we’ve reached a point as media and advertising professionals where we’ve simply become too busy to plan 
$3 million in media in such detail. But we have to ask – have we become too busy not just to look at the stars or watch 
sunsets but to actually do our jobs? Has it become necessary to outsource our jobs to bots and programmatic buys, 
which – while horribly unreal – at least offer us the automation without which we’d run out of time in the day? Have we 
ourselves become less real in our ability to deliver real world results?

It’s not that we’ve become lazy. We’re working harder than ever. But we may have become somewhat conventional, 
dazed and dazzled by a digital promise that is proving itself too good to be true. From media plans to award shows, 
we are only now beginning to understand how to plan and create for real integrated systems such as this. Most 
creative award shows, after all, limit the number of OOH executions one can enter to five… not 280. And most have 
no category that allows for OOH to drive online or to social. We have entered a new era, one in which “OOH CTR” is 
an exciting new reality. And you, kind reader, can say you were there to witness it.
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The greater question this experiment leaves us with is this - in a digitally distracted world, have we lost the ability to 
truly act in, and therefore change the real world? That’s the big question we’ll all be asking and working to answer in 
the years to come. Feel The Real should give us clear evidence that unreality doesn’t have to win and that reality can 
prevail in the end.

One media planner tweeted, “I feel like I’ve been ad-fished.” Ultimately, we hope you see that our mousetrap was as 
gentle as they come – a mousetrap where you get to eat the cheese and share it with your friends.  

Because if OOH can do that TO media planners, imagine what it can do FOR media planners and their clients.

If you’re still reading this, you’re the final piece in the puzzle. And the start of the solution. We hope this paper has 
inspired you professionally and creatively. We hope it has reignited your excitement to be wielding such powerful 
integrated media tools to melt hearts, change minds and drive behavior. And we hope you now have a clearer 
understand of OOH’s ability to drive real digital engagement.

We leave you with some final thoughts from our OAAA members and hope you will reach out to them to continue  
the conversation.  

Keep fighting the good fight. And keep it real.

OAAA

For more information,  
drop us a line:  
info@FeelTheReal.org
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OAAA and its members, along with Partners NYC (PNYC), our advertising agency of record, would like to 
thank the media, advertising and marketing community for your participation. We literally couldn’t have done 
it without you. And we hope that this demonstration contributes to your understanding of the 21st century 
media landscape and arms you with fresh insights to take your clients’ advertising and marketing efforts to 
the next level.

The “Feel The Real campaign” demonstrated OOH’s ability to 
deliver targeted impact through digital engagement and an ability 
to break through and deliver ‘real’ impressions. 
     –   Jeremy Male 

Chairman & CEO 
OUTFRONT Media

The “Feel The Real” campaign illustrated to media buyers and 
advertisers, in a targeted and compelling way, just how effective out 
of home (OOH) advertising is at driving engagement with audiences 
who are spending more time away from home than ever before. The 
strategy of leveraging the industry’s collective OOH assets to geo 
target these messages to agencies and OOH specialists resonated 
in a profound way that is opening doors to new conversations about 
our traditional, digital and social/mobile capabilities. 
     –   Scott Wells 

CCO CEO 
ClearChannel Outdoor

The “Feel The Real” campaign showcased the OOH industry’s 
ability to deliver a campaign with a major footprint but also at 
a truly localized level. Placement of the locations, as well as the 
digital messages, were targeted to reach specific agencies and 
even specific planners with significant results and great impact. 
The campaign, created by PNYC, showcased the best of what our 
business has to offer! 
     –   Don Allman 

Vice Chairman 
Intersection


